Protection of mice infected with a lethal dose of Semliki Forest virus by defective interfering virus: modulation of virus multiplication.
Certain defective interfering (DI) Semliki Forest virus (SFV) preparations completely protected the majority of mice inoculated with a normally lethal dose of SFV, and the surviving mice showed no signs of disease during the period of observation. Depending upon which DI SFV preparation was used, the survivors were resistant to challenge with 100 LD50 SFV (DI SFV p13a), or were completely sensitive (DI SFV p4), the latter having evidently failed to establish a protective immunity. In this report we compared the ability of these two DI SFV preparations to inhibit multiplication of infectious virus in mice inoculated with 10 LD50 SFV. The following conclusions emerged: virus multiplication was profoundly inhibited in the majority of mice treated with either of the DI virus preparations although there was significant multiplication in most tissues, including brain. The number of mice showing evidence of reduced infectivity titres (58%) correlated well with the 60% which survived without disease in lethality experiments. Despite the presence of infectivity, no SFV antigen or histopathological lesions were detected in brain or spinal cord. The DI virus preparations p4 and p13a altered the distribution of infectivity in the mouse in different ways: during the first 2 days of the infection modulated by DI virus p4, the infectivity titres (in brain, olfactory lobes and spleen) were comparatively high, being greater than 1% of those in mice inoculated with standard virus alone. However, from day 3, titres declined precipitously and there was little infectivity in any of the tissues investigated. On the other hand, mice treated with DI SFV p13a had, over the entire duration of infection, greatly reduced though significant infectivity in brain, olfactory lobes and spleen and very little infectivity in serum. In a minority of mice (14.5%), DI virus p13a altered the distribution of infectivity between different tissues so that there was significantly decreased virus in just one or two of the four tissues investigated, suggesting that the infection was being subtly modulated by the DI virus. Interference assays failed to detect DI SFV in any tissue samples although the effects of DI virus on infection in the mouse were obvious.